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ABSTRACT
Interest aggregation is the primary feature of named-data
networking (NDN). The interest aggregation reduces dupli-
cated transmissions for multiple requests on the same data,
but can delay loss recovery when data packets are lost. Since
retransmitted interest packets for loss recovery cannot be
distinguished from regular interest packets, the lost data
packets can be recovered after the timeout of the interest
aggregation. The delayed loss recovery can largely increase
flow completion time, particularly on small content down-
loads. In this paper, we propose an active interest manage-
ment (AIM) scheme based on random early NACK to avoid
the delayed loss recovery as well as keeping the benefit of
interest aggregation. Using NS-3, we show that our scheme
significantly reduced flow completion time of both small and
large content.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Network Architecture and Design]: Network com-
munications

General Terms
Performance
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1. INTRODUCTION
Named data networking (NDN) provides a content-centric

communication model [7]. In NDN, content has its own
name for routing and identifying. Consumers request con-
tent by sending request (interest) packets with content names,
and the requested data packets are retrieved from original
content providers or in-network caches. Using content names

http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2680821.2680830.

Figure 1: Proposed scheme

also facilitates interest aggregation. Interest aggregation en-
ables forwarding of only one interest packet to an original
server when multiple interest packets for the same data ar-
rive in a short period of time. These interest packets are
aggregated into an entry of pending interest table (PIT) in
a NDN router. When the requested data packets arrive at
the router, the data packets are forwarded to all interfaces
from which the interest packets are received. The data pack-
ets are also stored in in-network caches in preparation for
the next data request.

Using the features of NDN, we expect faster flow comple-
tion time. However, this paper indicates that delayed loss
recovery is inherent in NDN due to the interest aggregation.
Since retransmitted interest packets for loss recovery are not
distinguished from regular (or previously aggregated) inter-
est packets in PIT, the retransmitted interest packets will be
also aggregated in the PIT. The consumer who experiences
packet losses has to wait until the related PIT entries expire.
The PIT entry timeout value should be reasonably large
enough1 to receive data packets which experience transient
queuing delay, and the delayed loss recovery is unavoidable.

The delayed loss recovery can largely increase flow com-
pletion time, particularly on small content downloads. To
improve flow completion time, we design an active inter-
est management (AIM) scheme based on a random early
negative-ACK (NACK), while keeping the benefit of the in-
terest aggregation. Each NDN node controls the number
of in-flight interest packets. Based on statistical probabil-
ities, NACK packets are sent to consumers by consuming
the interest information in PIT. In our evaluations using
ndnSIM [2] as a NDN module of NS-3 [3], we show that the

1The default value of PIT entry timeout is two seconds in
ndnSIM [2] and four seconds in CCNx [1]
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AIM scheme can significantly reduce flow completion time of
both small and large content as much as using a RIO policy
which requires additional DiffServ architecture.

2. PROPOSED SCHEME
AIM is similar to previous hop-by-hop interest manage-

ment schemes [9][8], but we employ random early NACK
as shown Figure 1. Every NDN node controls the size of
PIT (the number of interest packets in flight) per outgoing
interface. If node A forwards too many interest packets to
node B, excess data packets from B to A will be dropped.
Therefore, node A monitors the average PIT size, and sends
NACK packets based on statistical probabilities to interfaces
from which the interest packets are arrived. As the size of
PIT grows, the probability for sending NACK grows too.
Using the statistical probabilities is suitable to improve the
flow completion time of small flows, since large flows have
more chances to receive NACK packets due to their burst-
ness. The NACK packets follow the reverse paths of the in-
terest packets by consuming the interest information in PIT.
Consumers increases the interest sending window by one if
no timeout of interest 2. When receiving NACK packets, the
consumers reduce the interest sending rate by half, and re-
transmit the interest packets for the NACK packets. Since
the NACK packet already consumed the previous interest
packet in PIT, the first retransmitted interest packet can be
forwarded (not be aggregated) to the original source.

3. EVALUATION
We compare our scheme with three different approaches;

• Basic: consumers use a simple interest control proto-
col such as ICP [4] and experience late loss recovery
due to interest aggregation.

• No Agg RetInt : all configuration is same with 1) ex-
cept NDN routers do not aggregate retransmitted in-
terest packets (the retransmission information is marked
by consumers).

• RIO : edge routers divide small and large content flows
into two classes, and mark the class information on
data packets’ header. Core routers use different drop
functions to give preferential treatment to small flow.

3.1 Simulation Settings
We conducted simulations using ndnSIM. In a simple dumb-

bell topology, RTT between consumers and original servers
is 50 ms. One in-network cache is located close to consumers.
There is a bottleneck link (10 Mbps and 2ms RTT) between
consumers and the cache. 10,000 small content items fol-
lows an exponential distribution with a mean 20KB, and
500 large content items follows pareto distribution with a
mean 1 MB (same configuration used in [5]). We generate
requests 15 items per second for small flows and one item
per second for large flow. The popularities follow Zipf dis-
tributions with α value of 0.8 for small content and 1.0 for
large content. The timeout value of PIT entries was set to
one second. The cache size was set to provide 40% hit ratio,
and the queue size of bottleneck link was 1.5 times BDP.
The configurations of RIO was the same as [6].

2The timeout of interest is usually much less than the time-
out of PIT entry
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Figure 2: Flow completion time

3.2 Simulation results
In Figure 2. shows the flow completion time of both small

and large content. No Agg RetInt had the worse flow com-
pletion times for both small and large content. Transmit-
ting data packets individually for all retransmission requests
causes more severe congestion. To mitigate the situation,
the timeout of interest packets should be adjusted properly
such as random back-off. In RIO , the flow completion time
of small content was the lowest, but the flow completion
time of large content was higher than that of Basic due to
high priority on small flows. Our scheme showed the flow
completion time of small content was reduced to as much as
that of RIO , while the flow completion time of large content
was the lowest.

4. CONCLUSION
The interest aggregation feature of NDN provides a multi-

cast nature to reduce duplicated content transmissions, but
could delay the loss recovery time inherently. The delayed
loss recovery can increase flow completion time, particularly
on small flows. We design active interest management based
on random early NACK in a hop-by-hop fashion. Without
additional infrastructure, our scheme can solve the problem
of the delayed loss recovery as keeping the benefit of interest
aggregation.
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